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Excercise 1: (Access to Swap Memory) ( 15 points)
Suppose we have an external swap memory with a so called memory mapped interface. A memory
mapped interface connects a given set of memory addresses to some external hardware (for example
ISA cards in your PC) instead of mapping them to a memory chip. So you can access some registers
in that external hardware by reading from and writing to those memory cells.

We give the memory cells connected to the swap memory symbolic names: addr, data in,

data out, action, ready. All of these memory cells are 32 bit wide bit vectors. addr, data out

and action are write-only signals whereas data in and ready are read-only.
The interface realized with these signals has the following semantics:

• Writing data into swap memory
To write data to the swap memory the destination address is written to addr and the data to
be written to data out. After that a 1 is written to action. The value of addr, data out,
and action should not be changed until ready gets 1. With ready=1 the swap memory
acknowledges a finished write.

• Readout of data from swap memory
To read data from swap memory the source address is written to addr. After that a 0 is
written to action. When ready gets 1 the requested data can be read from data in.

• ready gets 0 one cycle after a write access to action.

• It is forbidden to write to action if ready is 0.

Using the given interface write assembler code fragments which read (write) a complete memory
page from swap memory to main memory (from main memory to swap memory). The start address
of the page is given in register GPR[1]. Your code runs in kernel mode, so you don’t have to bother
with address translation.


